D3. DEVON PAIRS FOR THE JULIA CHADWICK TROPHY
The Devon Bridge Premier Pairs (green point) Championship. Each club may hold
one qualifier in the 3 weeks prior to the second Saturday in February with pairs
scoring 50% or more qualifying for the two-session final, where each pair plays as
many of the other pairs as practicable. Clubs must forward a dated list of qualifying
pairs to the Tournament Administrator by the end of the qualifying period, stating if
known whether any qualifiers will not be attending the final. Any player who plays in
more than one qualifier will be judged on the earliest dated result unless the
Tournament Administrator is notified in advance of an alternative selected date.

D3. NOTES FOR CLUBS HOLDING DEVON PAIRS QUALIFIERS

The final will be played at Exeter as a two-session event with all pairs playing as
many of the other pairs as possible. (See also general rules and regulations of DBA
competitions. The leading 4 pairs qualify for the EBU’s Reg Corwen Trophy (The
Inter-Counties Pairs Championship) and the entry fees, but not expenses, will
normally be paid by the Association. Pairs playing MUST notify the Tournament
Secretary if they will not be available to attend the Reg Corwen Event if so qualifying.

The following instruction should be passed to whoever is Directing and / or scoring on
the night. In particular players must declare IN ADVANCE if their attempt to qualify is
at another club on a later date. Also, no-one may make a second attempt to qualify if
they miss first time.

The Tournament Administrator and/or Secretary should be notified in advance of the
date.
Table money is normal club money. Please note that from 2016 normal masterpoints
should be awarded at the club. REMIND YOUR MEMBERS PLAYERS AT THE
FINAL RECEIVE GREEN POINTS.

After your qualifier please send to our Tournament Administrator a printed copy of the
results on the night so that she can identify those scoring 50% or more and qualifying
for the final.
Please mark against each pair one of the following
Y = yes we intend to play in the final if we qualify
N = no we do not intend to play in the final even if we qualify
X = one or both players is playing in a qualifier at another club
V = one or both players is NOT a member of the DBA.
If a player plays in more than one qualifier and is not marked X on the first result
submitted, then only the first score is valid.
Each pair qualifying is asked to confirm their entry to The Tournament Administrator
and to pay the entry fee.

